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Features:
1. Rockers: fully hardened (Rc 58),

cryogenically tempered S-7 tool steel.

2. Saddles: machinable thru hardened
steel; mounting holes left for diemaker
to locate where needed. See mounting
hole patterns on READY-2000 series,
pages 6 to 8 for suggestions.

3. Saddle socket is coated for lubrication
and long life. Saddle has flush mount
lube fittings.

4. Rockers and saddles are CNC ground
for precision and interchangeability.

5. Rocker angle is 87” on all standard
benders. This allows for 3” of overbend
to produce consistent 90” forms in mild
steel. Harder steel or larger part radii
may require more overbend. Rocker
angles can be specified at time of
order or altered by the diemaker. See
page 10 about oversquare bends.

6. CAUTION: Some materials that “flake”
during bending may cause READY
Benders” to gall, seize, or develop
excessive wear. Frequent cleanings are
suggested when running these
materials. READY can reapply the
“moly” coating for a nominal fee if
needed.
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Introducing the Hard Inch Bender
Benders am now less expensive than wipe tooling.

Selecting Standard
Benders:
1. Find the PT you are forming in top row of

chart below. Read down (verticallvl  for all

3. If you have questions or need a special
quotation, please fax the worksheet on
back cover with prints.

data. Verify the PH check‘(specials’can
bend shorter PH’s).

2. Note minimum and maximum lengths (X) in
chart below. Custom lengths are available.
Use in stock lengths whenever possible for
quick delivery. longer lengths achieved by
butting units end-to-end, ,010” gap
between.

PT- port thickness

$: gi; x
- port angle

PL - port length

Standard benderr  form a 90” bend in mild steel
The PR should roughly equal the PT.
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MODEL
I I

CAUOUT HIB 62 HIB 100 HIB 150 HIB 200 HIB250 HIB 300 N-z

Qil
Saddle
bKs/ 1.375” 1.7x
IS10

Gib
length
lg4

+87SX 1.375” 1.875” 2.375” 2.875” 3 . 3 7 5 ’  *-

I l h*aM
1.125” 1 . 5 0 0 ”  2.#w 2 . 5 0 0 ”  3.ocIo” 3.500” l *

Radii
r .50@ .678”  ,848’ 1.017” *Aluninum

.l%” .312” .4w .624= ,fao” .936’

.242” 387” .581” .774” -968” 1.161”

* Future  units may  be available 36” long, cd READY
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